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WE ARE THE ORGANIZATION THAT:

• is responsible on regional development in Silesia Regional and plays a role of Managing authority of ROP of Slaskie Voivodeship, the biggests regional programme in Poland and the fourth in Europe;
• is experienced in designing regional innovation policy, from first in Poland RIS 2003-2013 till RIS 2013 -2020;
• our specialization is pro- technological development;
• is managing Regional Network of Specialized Observatories - partnership with 13 regional institutions (R&D institutions, clusters and business support institutions) responsible for technological specializations diagnosed in Technological Development Program for the Silesian Voivodeship : medicine, ICT, energy, environment, nano thechnologies, machinery and materials, aviation industry;
• it’s major success factors is ability to implement partnership approach to RIS managing, implementing and monitoring;
• has implement 4 international projects with almost 35 partners from Europe and Latin America and we are affiliate partner in 5 international projects and activities;

WHAT I WANT TO GET OUT OF THE NETWORK:

• Best practices from European regions on managing regional innovation ecosystems;
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